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Ms. Opal Lee is on the move. The 94-year-old activist from Fort Worth, Texas, who is oft-referred to as
the “Grandmother of Juneteenth,” has already begun her annual Walk to D.C., as part of her ...
Why 94-Year-Old Activist Opal Lee Marched to Make Juneteenth a National Holiday
In 1994, Chauvet cave was discovered near the township of Vallon-Pont-d’Arc in southern France. The
cave is a spectacular venue for the earliest known rock art made by our ancestors and in no way ...
The Multimedia Art of Chauvet Cave
She lives within pilgrimage distance of Jerusalem, not obligated like the men to attend the thriceyearly observances in the holy city, yet pious and devoted to the God who brought her ancestors ...
Temple & Sword
SUBLIME SCOT. "Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player," says world-weary Macbeth, "that struts and
frets his hour upon the stage, and then is heard no more; it is a tale told by an idiot ...
Thursday 3
With rich mythology, the country’s sites are brimming with tales. Every region has their ... also known
as Lepchas. Their ancestors, Fudongthing and Nazong Nyu are known to be created by god ...
India Through Epic Tales of Mythology
It is painful to Hindus like myself to see how my ancestors are being undermined ... and to hear the
tales of the 1992 riot from both Hindu and Muslim locals made me sad: both communities spoke ...
Your Questions and Michael's Responses
Rakotzbrücke is so pretty it could perhaps more aptly be called fairy-tale bridge. But its name, which
means Devil’s Bridge, comes from its supernatural associations. The looping structure ...
The Devil's Bridge and more places with mysterious tales
The stories of past Islamic glory are told at every performance and in television series, and pride
wells in the hearts of listeners at the tales of ... and enabled their ancestors to empower ...
Holidays, Motivation and Shaheeds
A photographer based in Oregon, he had come for the pilgrimage of St. John ... where most Haitians’
ancestors were born, and in the Roman Catholicism of European colonizers in Africa and ...
Explore the Timeless World of Vodou, Deep Within the Caves of Haiti
Portland State University student Taylor Stewart organized the event after traveling on a kind of civil
rights pilgrimage through ... for many of our other past ancestors.” ...
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Coos Bay Remembers Alonzo Tucker And Oregon's Only Documented Lynching
Such a hipster’s hipster has probably memorized long passages from On the Road and made pilgrimage to
the Mexican railroad ... Does this connection inﬂuence you? My mother’s ancestors were Pilgrims, ...
Broken Ground: Poetry and the Demon of History
His best-known work,The Sunyassee, an Eastern Tale, and Other Poems(1838), was printed at the ... was
born in England and his father came from Portuguese and Indian ancestors, Derozio is claimed as ...
Anglophone Poetry in Colonial India, 1780–1913: A Critical Anthology
From different countries around the world, six more well known Kiwis uncover the mix of values,
personalities and tempers their own ancestors brought ... digs deeply into tales of Dutch pragmatism
...
Here to Stay
Albuquerque spoke of his ancestors. “The newly converted clans ... was once a place of pilgrimage, one
of the holiest places in the Konkan region.” Its isolation had made it easy for the ...
Book Excerpt: Mother Earth, Sister Seed
But back in the 19th century, Trabolgan in east Cork was the home of the Roches, direct ancestors of
Princess ... Prince Harry have made a personal pilgrimage to view the floral tributes ...
Remembering Diana
a holy ground for pilgrimage, a site for receiving revelations, a dwelling place for deities and
ancestors, and a portal to an ascetic otherworld. Religious groups have sprouted in Fuji’s ...
Why Mount Fuji Endures As a Powerful Force in Japan
My next read: I’ve heard so much good about the 2004 Newberry Medal award-winning “The Tale of
Despereaux ... her white, distant ancestor, who keeps calling her back to the past through ...
KSL.com Book Club: 4 books we read in August
She also serves as a cautionary tale to rebellious girls ... glorifying his Southern planter ancestors
and claiming war injuries after World War I although he had never seen combat.
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